The Design of International Institutions (M.A.)

Comment:

Cooperation beyond the nation-state takes place in a broad variety of international organizations, regimes and regional organizations, covering almost all policy areas. Over the decades, this has created a vast body of international norms. Based on a review of the theoretical literature on institutional design, the seminar studies the basic set-up of international organizations, regimes, and regional organizations. It sheds light on the following questions: Do institutional designs differ and if so, why? To which extent can institutional design influence state-behavior? What effects does institutional design have on negotiation dynamics as well as compliance? What are advantages and disadvantages of specific institutional designs? This seminar is open to students of the Master 'Politikwissenschaft'. In the course of the semester, the students will not only get familiar with the most prominent theories on institutional design, international negotiations and compliance, but also learn how to develop and execute qualitative research designs.
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0761-203-67568; sekretariat.governance@politik.uni-freiburg.de

Consultation hours will be communicated on the website:

https://portal.uni-freiburg.de/politik/professuren/governance/sekretariat